Yay for YA-LIVE!

As the new Portrait of Bay Area Jewish Life and Communities Study points out, 53% of the Jews in the Bay Area are under the age of 35 years old. Silicon Valley millennials tend to be less Jewishly engaged compared to their counterparts elsewhere in the United States.

But...We at JFS SV have noticed a substantial increase in the number of people wanting to volunteer since the 2016 election. We have found that more young Jews (on all sides of the political spectrum) are coming forward filled with angst, disillusionment, and the need to do something for their community; to find their voices and have them be heard. We are giving them the space and means to do just that. YA-LIVE (Young Adult Leadership Initiative for Volunteer Engagement) focuses on volunteer and community engagement for Jewish adults in their 20s and 30s. YA-LIVE is the only Jewish young adult group in the South Bay exclusively focused on tikkun olam.

One of the most exciting aspects of YA-LIVE is that it draws in young adults from a variety of social circles and networks. Our members are both affiliated and non-affiliated within the Jewish community. Most of them graduated from college within the past five-ten years and are single with no children. During these years of post-college and pre-family, there is a “free fall” wherein many young adults don’t connect Jewishly. YA-LIVE steps in to fill that gap, providing a fun and inspirational way to stay Jewishly involved, or to become Jewishly involved if they haven’t yet.

In January 2018, the group elected its first Board. YA-LIVE Board members are empowered to grow as leaders and become ambassadors of Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley. They also plan activities based on the evolving needs of the community and the interests of the group. In July the YA-LIVE Board will choose YA-LIVE • continued on page 5
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Good Morning JFS! Are those words an exclamation as spoken by Robin Williams in the 1987 movie Good Morning Vietnam!? A greeting offered by the staff of JFS each time they start a new day? Or the title of our annual event in the early spring? Perhaps all three!

As you read this, it’s probably the week of Good Morning JFS! This annual breakfast is our chance to contemplate where we’ve been, share what we’re currently doing, renew acquaintances in the Jewish community, celebrate our future and take action to ensure it comes true.

Contemplate. Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley had a humble beginning more than 40 years ago. The office moved a few times to grow with the community and provide additional assistance for an expanding population of children, adults and families in need. Throughout the years, we never lost sight of our mission to empower people facing life’s challenges by delivering services inspired by Jewish values.

Share. We all know JFS does good deeds, but what are the specifics? Consider the newly arrived family from Iran where the father served as a translator for the US Armed Forces. Our food assistance program made a huge difference during their first weeks in a new country. Reflect on the single mother struggling to make a life with two small children. The JFS Embrace-A-Family program in late November and December gave those kids a reason to smile. Or the manager of a local supermarket who gave a gentleman escaping the harsh realities of Afghanistan his first job in America after graduating from ESL classes at JFS. And, of course, let’s not forget our seniors in the twilight of life who benefit from JFS home care and emergency aid.

Renew Acquaintances. There are few occasions which bring together hundreds of members of the Jewish community in Silicon Valley. Men and women from various synagogues, social service organizations and just friends and neighbors. Relationships are rekindled. If JFS is about one thing, it’s people. It’s a great feeling to simply reach out to one another.

Celebrate. We expect great things in our future. New avenues of helping people are unlocked by the day. Services for residents of Chai House are expanding at an exciting pace. Qualified individuals from foreign lands are welcomed with open arms and connected with family. Inspiring work creates inspiring results.

Take Action. The future is only as good as we make it. If you believe in the mission of Jewish Family Services and understand how we’ve changed the lives of thousands of people for the better, stand with us. Volunteer. Donate. Be part of giving continued life to an amazing organization in your own backyard.

Thank you for your support of JFS! The impact is almost immediate. Touch lives and change the world.

Richard Namm
Executive Director’s Message

Opening Our Hearts on Passover

Mindy Berkowitz

Dear Friends,

Right about now, so many of us are beginning to clean our homes and get ready for the miracle of Passover 5778. In addition to throwing away bread crumbs, we rid ourselves of spiritual hametz – any type of arrogance, over-indulgence or self-obsession. We open our hearts and our homes to guests who will share in a beautifully prepared seder.

But we know that not everyone has enough. If you are part of a household that needs food assistance or other help during Passover (or any time), please do not hesitate to contact JFS. Seniors who need assistance should contact Avital Agam at (408) 357-7450. Families and adults needing help at Passover should be in touch with Sandra Pannell at (408) 357-7425. JFS is here for you.

At JFS, we’re reaching the end of our 12th annual Passover Food Drive. Thank you – once again - to all our partner agencies and synagogues, donors, and volunteers for helping us distribute thousands of food packages over the years.

Our people were strangers in the land of Egypt – and so our Jewish values compel us to help the “stranger.” These days we are all concerned about the fate of refugees. See pages 4 and 5 for an update on the refugee travel ban as well as a way to ensure that Jewish Family Services will continue to help refugees coming to Silicon Valley.

As we went to press, Good Morning JFS! was about two weeks away. (When you receive this in your home it will probably just have happened.) We love this tradition of sharing good news about people that face extraordinary circumstances and triumph in an often-difficult world. And – as you know – we are eager to give you ways to help. We at Jewish Family Services are so grateful for our many volunteers and for your support – and so proud to merit it.

Wishing you and yours a happy and meaningful Passover.

Mindy

Staff Direct Numbers
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Mindy Berkowitz .................357-7455
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Zara Musayeva ...................947-7256
Sandra Pannell ..................357-7425
Lisa Warner ......................357-7456
JFS at Chai House .............947-7256

Rabbi Philip Ohriner of Congregation Beth David and JFS Chaplain Aides studied together about leading Passover seders for seniors (left to right top row: Harry Cornbleet, Joanne Cornbleet, Rabbi Ohriner, Ken Abrams; left to right bottom row: Shell Rubenstein, Kristin Gustavson, Deborah Zimmer).
Due to our current government’s administration, funding for refugee resettlement is uncertain. Our refugee resettlement and Connections to Work for Refugees Programs have depended on annual awards of over $300,000 from HIAS and United Way for the past decade—and these are no longer certain. Refugees in our care need the crucial services that JFS SV provides. Learn more at www.jfssv.org.

JFS SV urgently needs your help! We protect refugees who have experienced persecution due to their religion, ethnicity, political expression or sexual orientation. They come from Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, the Former Soviet Union and various countries throughout Africa. The people we help are fleeing dire and often violent circumstances.

As the second largest refugee resettlement agency in Santa Clara County, JFS SV serves 200+ refugees annually with resettlement, pro-bono legal immigration clinic, vocational English training, job search assistance, case management, and emergency food assistance. Our services to refugees have been funded through HIAS, County of Santa Clara, United Way Silicon Valley, Silicon Valley Community Foundation, foundations, and generous individuals.

To keep our Refugee Services work going strong, Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley launched the Emergency Fund for Refugee Services.

Please join us!
Your gift will ensure that vulnerable refugees can build new lives and live in safety and freedom.

Enclosed is $ __________ as my gift for the JFS Emergency Fund for Refugee Services

Please make checks payable to JFS SV, 14855 Oka Road, Suite 202, Los Gatos, CA 95032 (408)556-0600

☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard Card # ____________________________ Sec. Code # _____ Exp. _________

Donor Name/Name on Card ____________________________ Preferred Phone _______________________

Address _____________________________________________________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________ Email ____________________________

☐ In honor ☐ In memory of ________________________________

Please notify:

Name __________ Address ____________________________ City __________ State __________ Zip __________
Refugee Travel Ban Update

Many of you know that we joined with Jewish Family Service of Seattle as co-plaintiffs in a federal lawsuit challenging the most recent refugee ban Executive Order, imposed by President Trump. It was very empowering for us to pray with our feet to - as the Torah tells us - protect the stranger among us. As we went to press, the latest news is that the Supreme Court will rule on this in April. We continue to advocate for refugee families as we await the next steps, and to assist those already here.

JFS at Chai House Springs Into Action

The JFS office at Chai House has been very active. We welcomed Zara Musayeva as our new Senior Services Social Worker. Zara comes to us with extensive experience with seniors and case management – and she’s multilingual, speaking English and Russian as well as other languages. Zara has jumped right into her new role, forming relationships with residents, helping them navigate IHSS and Medi-Cal applications, and finding resources in the community for assistance with various needs.

Our MSW interns Bryan Leung and Margaret McCord celebrated Valentine’s Day with a card-making event for residents. Bryan continues to facilitate two groups: Poetry and Conversation Box. Lisa Warner, JFS’ Director of Clinical and Social Services, is continuing our Aging Gracefully group.

YA-LIVE held a fun, intergenerational Purim celebration.

JFS continues to provide counseling services to residents at Chai House and we have recently surveyed residents to learn what groups or activities they would like to see us provide. Residents come by the JFS office at Chai House frequently to vent and chat. They tell us they feel supported by JFS’ staff. We are happy to be at Chai House to advocate for them.

You can reach the JFS Chai House office directly at (408) 947-7256. Contact JFS staff: zaram@jfssv.org and lisaw@jfssv.org.

Yavneh Day School Plant Sale

Benefiting JFS’ Project NOAH

Friday, April 13th at 3:00 PM
Yavneh Day School Lobby
Levy Family Campus

Purchase delicious, organic tomato and other vegetable seedlings - and help raise money for JFS’ Project NOAH Emergency Food Program.

For more information contact
Rene Prupes, Director
Environmental Education at
Yavneh Day School
rene@yavnehdayschool.org
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a President and Vice-President and create a calendar for the year. They will have projects that include working with seniors at Chai House, disabled adults at Hatikvah House, and Holocaust survivors/2nd generation of the Silicon Valley Holocaust Survivor Association. There will also be opportunities for YA-LIVE to learn about food insecurity in the Jewish community and then do a food assistance project under the auspices of JFS. They may also choose to work on Embrace-A-Family and our Equipped to Learn Backpack Drive. In addition, they will hold Shabbat dinners with Moishe House Silicon Valley and work together with other young adult groups from local synagogues, tech firms, etc. We also expect that YA-LIVE will develop new areas of service.

By gaining a love of volunteering within the Jewish community, young adults who join YA-LIVE will grow their knowledge of and connection to this community. This has the potential to have major impact, as young adults who get involved in our program today may stay involved with the Jewish community on multiple levels. We hope that after doing hands-on projects and events that they enjoy and that benefit the community, they are more likely to become members of their local synagogues, join their JCCs, send their kids to Jewish schools, serve on various Jewish organizational Boards, and more.

Are you in your 20’s or 30’s and looking for a way to connect? YA-LIVE wants you! Please contact Allison Zur at allisonz@jfssv.org, (408) 357-7491; or through https://www.facebook.com/yalivesv/.
Meet Allison Zur, Development Manager

Q: What is your favorite thing about working at JFS?
Allison: It's hard to pick just one, but one of my favorite things about working at JFS is the reaction people have after volunteering. They come in to help someone else, but end up leaving understanding that in helping others, they are improving their own lives. A community is judged by how it takes care of its most vulnerable – especially a Jewish community – and that's exactly what JFS is doing and we do it very well. Everyday I go into work, I know that I am doing something meaningful to elevate our community.

Q: What have you learned about the people we help /services we provide that surprised you?
A: Silicon Valley is a lot more diverse than it first seemed when I moved here. I was surprised by the varying needs in the community - and that no matter who you are, what your age is, where you come from, or what your beliefs are, we are here to help you in any way we can. JFS never says “no.”

Q: What is your philosophy about fundraising?
A: I view fundraising for JFS as an invitation to do a mitzvah, a good deed. When I reach out to someone and ask for their support, I am offering them to be a partner in the work that none of us could do alone.

Q: What in your life has prepared you for working at JFS SV?
A: I grew up in a Jewish home dedicated to Jewish community work and Jewish values. I went to Jewish day school from kindergarten through high school. My mom is CEO of UJA-JCC in Greenwich, Connecticut and my stepfather is CEO of Jewish Family Services of Lower Fairfield County, Connecticut. All of this contributed to my enthusiasm for Jewish communal engagement and my understanding of the importance and necessity of fundraising. I’ve also always been involved in the Jewish community no matter where I lived - in both professional and volunteer positions. My professional experience includes the JCC in Stamford, Connecticut, UJA-Federation of New York, and CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy in Middle East Reporting in America) of New York.

Q: Why did you choose to have a career in fund development?
A: Development work is so exciting! I am constantly learning and meeting new people. I get a chance to share my enthusiasm and love for what I do and what I believe with people in the community. Increased funds and engagement ensure that the work we do can continue and expand into needed areas.

Q: What excites you about YA-LIVE?
A: I always love working with young professionals. People have this image of millennials as very self-entitled and not contributing to society. YA-LIVE proves that there are young professionals not only willing to volunteer but wanting to do tikkun olam and get involved. I feel that there is a gap where young professionals are left out. In college it’s very easy to get involved. After you have kids, you’ll be looking for schools for them and maybe a Jewish school. YA-LIVE gives young professionals between college and having kids a meaningful and fun way to connect to Judaism through tikkun olam.

Q: Who among our readers should contact you and why?
A: Anyone who would like to learn more about our work, what we do, get exciting updates, wants to know how they can contribute to JFS. I look forward to meeting you soon.

Q: What do you hope to accomplish in your first year?
A: Increasing our funding is really important to continue and grow the programs we have. I want to engage more members of our community into getting involved. I want to inspire families to come together and be engaged with us – to teach kids to continue doing mitzvot. I want to grow our YA-LIVE group.

To reach Allison, please contact her at 408-357-7491 or allizonz@jfssv.org
Come See Jewish Family Services in Action!

- Learn about all the good we do together to help families facing challenges have better lives
- Experience Project NOAH Community Programs
- Become a part of our Vocational ESL class and meet recently arrived refugees seeking new beginnings

Tour Dates:
Thursday, April 12, 2018
Wednesday, April 25, 2018
Tours are 11AM—noon

At Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley
Levy Family Campus
14855 Oka Road, Suite 202
Los Gatos, CA 95032

RSVP to Lori Cinnamon: loric@jfsv.org or 408-357-7467
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Big Hearted Birthdays

In honor of Jimmy Baer’s 75th birthday: Bonnie and Lee Stone
In honor of Margie Cahn’s birthday: Marcia and Joe Riggio
In honor of Dr. Joseph Decker’s 80th Birthday: Bobbye Gorenberg and Judy Fisher
In honor of Heidi Eisip’s birthday: Dawn Grinorton
In honor of Farah Hemati’s birthday: Bonnie and Lee Stone
In honor of Harry Ratner’s birthday: Marcia and Joe Riggio

Burt Epstein Community Service Fund
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Julie and Harvey Sherman
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Eva and Bruce Lippmann, in honor of Sonja’s Bat Mitzvah

Addison-Penzak
Los Gatos

- Jewish Life
- Arts & Culture
- Fitness & Aquatics
- Preschool, Youth, Camp
- Adult Learning
- Event Rentals

www.apjcc.org
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Michael and Minda Levin
Barbara and Raymond Levine
Sue and Mark Levine
Ilene and Jerry Levine
Emma Levine Sporer
Cynthia Levinson
Denise Levy
Akiva Lewis
Sheryl and Mark Lewis
Elizabeth Lichy
Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley Thanks You for Your Support!

**Donations**

- Maria Teresa Liljeberg
- Sarah Lima
- Helen Lin
- Andrea Linder
- Eva Lippmann
- Sara Long
- Rita Loren
- Michal Lubin
- Jessica and Lan Anh Thi Luc
- Evan Magnusson
- Penny Mahood
- Bonnie Maranette
- Fabio and Robin Marino
- Miriam Marr
- Courtney Marsh
- Cheryl Mason
- Lois Matusow
- Lynda Maybruck
- Carrie McCarthy
- Susan McBride
- Janet Medeiros
- Alissa Meltzer
- Joyce Mendel
- Tomoko Merriman
- Susan Meyers and Michael Oshan
- Gayle Miller
- Leslie Banks Miller
- Yetta Miller
- Meg Miranda
- Barry and Rosemarie Mirkin
- Julie Moore
- Patty Motock
- Sean Mulligan
- Sarah Munson and David Doctrow
- Ginne Murohy
- Avraham Nahon
- Danielle Naftulin
- Richard and Patti Namn
- Ike and Roney Nassi
- Laura and Danial Neault
- Marty and Nancy Newman
- Erin Niemejier
- Inna Noten
- Denise and Jade Notzon
- Nunz Family
- Lynn Offenhartz and Andrew Weinberg
- Julee Ogawa and George Kent
- Rabbi Philip and Shoshana Ohriner
- Cheryl Olivo
- Debbie Olsen
- Erin Ostilly
- Amalfi Padilla
- Donna Padnos
- Olivia Panish
- Lara and Joey Panish
- Sandra Pannell
- Mimi Pass
- Soly Paterson
- Kaye Paugh
- Lisa Pearson
- Maia Perez
- Diana Perkins
- Jo Anne Petrillo
- Arleen Pfalzer
- Karl Pfalzer
- Rachael and Stuart Phillips
- Karen Pineda
- Elaine Praskins
- Neerja Prasad Gaspar
- KAVOD - Ensuring Dignity for Holocaust Survivors
- Denise Pringle
- Rene Prupes and Jon Freilich
- Rob R.
- Angel Rampy
- Abby Rappaport
- Margalit and Oded Raviv
- Rachel Ream
- Helen Reintar
- David Reiser
- Amber Reynolds
- Jessica Richter
- Marcia and Joe Riggio
- Jeanie Ritchie
- Susan Roberts
- Judy Rogers
- Susan Rojo
- Gan Roni
- Lori Rosell
- Fagie Rose
- Bettina and Dan Rosenberg
- Sarah and Norman Rosenberg
- Michael Rosito
- Linda and Ron Rosen
- Betty Rossman
- Bunny Roth
- Eric Roush
- Betty Rowe
- Shell Rubenstein
- Terri Rubin
- Joel and Andrea Rubnitz
- Joel Rumley
- Lori Rush
- Margot Rydell and Gershon Vareng
- Mike and Sue Sabes
- Rob Sabes
- Julie and Matt Sachse
- Judy Sack
- Deb Sack
- Joshua Salzman
- Naom Salowe
- Rebecca Sanfilippo
- Liz Sand
- Sandman Family
- Syroun Sanossian
- Deb Sanzi
- Judith Sapper
- Shari Sau
- Joe Schillage
- Steve Schleimer and Cyndi Sherman
- Gia Schneider
- Gail Schubert
- Rachel Schwab
- Jane Schwartz
- Sheldon and Susan Schwartz
- Yural Schwartz
- Philip Schwarz
- Lil Schwartzberg
- Martin Seamos
- Mimi Seely
- Marilyn Sechovich
- Rabbi Hugh Seid-Valencia and Tricia Creason-Valencia
- Sara Seipert
- Leah Seldon
- Bev Seligman
- Elizabeth Semichy
- Laurel Sevier
- APJCC Shamyim Pre-K Class
- Soraya and Sam Shamoulian
- Jennifer Shapiro
- Ann Sharon
- Shauna Shawareb
- Mara and Jeff Sheade
- Tzvia and Reuven Shelef
- Sister Shelton
- Ruth Shore
- Sima Shore
- Sarah Shuster
- Sarah Shvarts
- Dena Shvartsman
- Sarah Shvartsman
- Matt Sidlauskas
- Harriet Siegel
- Rebecca Silverstein
- Janis Silver
- Florence Silverman
- Jerry and Sarah Silverman
- Daniela, Seth, Ethan and Max Silverstei
- Lisa Sinizer
- Susan Sjostro
- Karen Skinner
- Nancy Small
- Dr. Richard Sogg
- Dora Solinas
- Solnit Family
- Meytar Sorek-Hamer
- Ann and Joe Sorger
- South Peninsula Hebrew Day School
- Polina Spivak
- Joy Spodick
- Nathan Stacey
- Lilyan Stavis
- Judy Stein
- Lisa Stein
- Josephie Stern
- Ashley Straus
- Andrea Stringham
- Michal Stratun and Michael Sinensky
- Adi Sujov-Segal
- Julia Summers
- Ariel Sutton
- Marguerite Swanson
- Susan Sweedler
- Rotem Taashur
- Daryle Talavera
- Emily Tanner
- Rabbi Laurie Hahn-Tapper and Aaron Tapper
- Chana and Morris Taradalsky
- Howard Taub and Vicky Deggs
- Barbara and Chuck Taubman
- Ann and Rick Tavan
- Temple Beth Torah
- Temple Emanuel-E, incl. 3rd grade religious school and Sisterhood
- Rangana Than and Nalini Venkatesalu
- Chase Thornook
- Michelle Tidwell and Steven Keller
- Victor Tomayo
- Bob and Ellen Tobin
- Barbara Trisler
- Annie Trumbull
- Julie Turchin
- TPCch Wheels for Kids
- Nancy Unger
- Mary and Craig Van Roy
- Judith Vant
- Jana Veitsman
- Tamiko Verkier
- Sheikinah Villanueva
- Susie Vosky
- Andrew and Carol Vranich
- Zauder and Daisy Vulakh
- Danielle and Matt Walton
Donations Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley Thanks You for Your Support!

Liz Walton
Bernal Ward
Linda Watkins
Esther Weger
Judee Weinstein
Jon Weintraub
Sophie and Bernie Weinzheimer
Sheila and Marty Weisberg
Carol and Jeffrey Weiss
Cheryl Weitzman
Wernik Family
Elise Wessels
Ilana Westermer
Carly White
Alan Williamson
Lara Willing
Emma Wilson
Liz Wineman
Janet Witkin
Women’s Philanthropy
Janet Wood
Barbara Wright
Marilyn Wright
Steve Wright
Bill Yanovsky
Barbara Yazman
Margaret Zabala and Daniel Garcia
Susanna Zaraysky
Richard and Carol Zbriger
Jill Ziman
Deborah Zimmer
Heidi and David Ziman
Alan Zisser
Carol and Howard Zolla
...and many generous anonymous donors

Good Morning JFS!

Donations made before 11/14/17

Cookie Addison
Yael and Elie Alcheck
Ginny and Bob Baird
Mishy and Jason Balaban
Barbara and Mort Berlant
Sandra and Kenneth Bretz
Kimberly and Robert Chortek
Laurel Cyrluk
Robin Feinman-Marino
Barbara Frank
Stephen and Helaine Green
Susan Greenberg Englander and Jeff Englander
Rick Hopkins and Lisa Sinizer
Joseph and Maggie Isaacson
Gail and Ron Joseph
Tina Levenfeld
Paula and Marc Levitt
Fabio and Robin Feinman Marino
Dafna and Joseph Mizrahi
Elaine Moise
Richard and Patti Namm
Marty and Nancy Newman
Lynne Offenhartz and Andrew Weinberg
Philip and Shoshana Ohriner
Nirit and Gyora Peer
Robin Penn
Linda Pomeranz
Rabbi Daniel J. Pressman
Fagie Rosen

Bettina and Dan Rosenberg
Joel and Andrea Rubnitz
Cindy and Allen Ruby
Robin Sabes
Steve Schleimer and Cyndi Sherman
Lisa Sinizer
Irene and Robert Swedroe
Efrat Weisfeld
Werba Rubin Wealth Management, Llc

Harvey Belsky Fund

Pat Bergman
Larry and Marilyn Cosden
Dean and Marleen Didech
Ellen Mastman and Lee Waxman, in memory of Rosalie Newman
Marcia Stein and William Joseph Cox, in memory of Mervin Liss

Jewish Family Services Fund

Ken Abrams
Albertson’s Safeway Companies, Inc.
AmazonSmile Foundation
Asian American for Community Involvement
Leah Avni
Lisa Ayala
Rose Baden
Kefra Bar-golani
Lorraine Beeman
Barbara Burian and Robert Dismukes
Myron Cagan, in memory of Howard Gilford and Thelma Elkins
Diane Calmis, for an American single mother
Allen Carroll
Hilda Crazy
George Doeltz
Anna Gitner
Herm Greenberg
Michele Healey
Noa Horn
Judy Hughes
IBM Employee Services Center
John Kuner
Softa Laskowsky
Dan and Shirley Lee
Los Gatos Meadows residents, in honor of Deborah Zimmer and Ken Abrams for their efforts in helping conduct Hanukkah celebration
Debra Mendelson
Jerry and Judy Nadler
Eric Naumburg
Minda and Richard Parrish, in honor of Linda Mighdoll
Vijay Raghavendra
Daphna Rahmil
Evelyn Richards
Jason Roberts
Gregg Rose
Eric Selvin
Jo Ann Shank, in memory of Lorraine Hoff’s sister, Roz
Steve Schoetter
Joan Sherlock
Cathleen and Robert Silverstein
Daniela and Seth Silverstein, in honor of Maya Warwick’s Bat Mitzvah
Ruth Sporer, in honor of Steve and Helaine Green
Alan Taieff
Terraces Shabbat Group, in honor of Ken Abrams

Sophie and Bernie Weinzheimer, in memory of Janet Berg
Rachel Weiss
Lisa Whitmore and Frauke Schimmoller
Elaine Winer
Jacob Wolfson
In appreciation of JFS senior services incl. ESL classes, holiday packages program and holocaust survivor services; Tamara Gektina and Ruven Tetelbaum

Knitzvah

Deanna Abma
Sue Anis
Beverly Auton
Ruth Bareket
Roel Barowsky
Hana Baskind
David Berg
Barbara Berlant
Juana Berstein
Marie Bower
Elaine Bryant
Naomi Cahn
Diane Canby
Richard Castronovo
Margo Choukrone
Rita Claar
Lori Cinnamon
Linda Cohen
Sarah Cohen
Linda Coon
Diane Cunningham
Karen Davis
Victoria Ferran
Debbie Ferris
Wendy Fotland
Marilyn Fuller
Bernice Gaon
Elyse Elconin Goldberg
Vicki Nosanov Goldman
Ed Gordon
Susan Gore
Arlene Greenberg
JoAnn Guercio and Bill Wyman
Melinda Berlant Gurna
Jennifer Henderson
Fern Herman
Beverly Hirsch
Judy Holtzman
Merlene Howard
Anling Hsu
Ron Ikeda
Gioia Ingram
Alice Izannah
Renee Jones
Cheryl Jueal
Lindy Keelan
Sharon Kirby-Cahill
Judy Kuhn
Mony Leung
Lynn Ann Levi
Felicia Levy, Moldaw Residences Knitting Group
Micheal Lubin
Lenisue Master
Janet Medeiros
Marvin Mednick
Sylvia Metz
Nina Meyers
Debbie Michel
Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley Thanks You for Your Support!

Donations

Ruth Perkins Emergency Fund for Refugee Services

Anonymous
Elaine and William Auman
Nancy Avoy, in honor of Barbara Rose, Phil and
Susan Hammer, John and Georgiana Flahert
Steven Barg
Frederick and Peggy Becker
Pat Bergman
Barbara and Mort Berliant
Jerry Burger and Marlene Somsak
Peter Cocotas
Rachel Darling
Diane and Larry Denis, in memory of Allan Car-
main
Jerry and Debbi Dubin
Harvey Gotliffe
Anne Hughes
Sandra Huil
Rabbi Debbie Israel
Rita and Jerry Jacobson
Renee and Howard Fine
Ben and Julie Karni
Elena and Peter Kulvets, in honor of Anne Bobo-
riken
Steve and Gerri Lurya
Richard Mironov and Marcia Kadanoff
Claudia Muller, in honor of the Gavens family
Daniele Naftulin
Diana Perkins in memory of Chuck Sabes
Bettina and Dan Rosenberg, in honor of Mason
Chesser’s Bar Mitzvah
Jerald and Lois Rosenblum
A.M. Shipp, in memory of Ruth Perkins
Jerry and Sarah Silverman
Laura Sternberg
Bonnie and Lee Stone, in memory of Judy Morris’s
brother, Morton Bernstein
Aileen Taren-Foster
Nancy Tivel, in memory of Eugene Choiniere
Glenda Uffer
Grigoriy Vaystikhi
Elise Wessels

Ursula Gusdorf Memorial Scholarship
Award

Frances Perren

Share Your Garden’s Bounty with JFS

Anonymous

Vehicle Donations

Connie Carr
Bernardo Kovar
Allyson Landers

We are blessed to have so many
Good Morning JFS! sponsors and funders of JFS programs, that we couldn’t recognize them appropriately in this issue. Look for a special thank you section coming in the June edition of Jewish Family News.
Jewish Family Services
of Silicon Valley

Shabbat Meals Program

Sponsor delicious, kosher Shabbat Meals

Your $42 will feed:

○ A struggling family
○ Homebound, isolated seniors
○ Adults with special needs
○ Elderly Holocaust survivors

Thank you so much for your support!

Return to → JFS, 14855 Oka Road, # 202, Los Gatos, CA 95032 (408) 556-0600

Donor Name(s) ...................................................................................................................
Phone ................................................................ Email ..........................................................
Address ................................................................ City ................................................... ZIP ........

Please make checks payable to Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley.
Amount Enclosed: $42.00 x _____ = $______ Total Enclosed

☐ Visa  ☐ MasterCard  ☐ AmEx Name on Card ________________________________
Card # ___________________________ Exp. ___ / ___ Sec code ______ Signature __________

Please bill me
for $____ for ___ months

Or
Charge my credit card
for $____ for ___ months
Jewish Family Services Now Offers Home Care

In collaboration with 24 Hour HomeCare, a privately owned California-based company.

A Range of Service

JFS SV HomeCare Services will offer a range of non-medical care for older or disabled adults and children in Santa Clara County, including:

✓ Personal care
✓ Domestic duties
✓ Transportation
✓ Companionship
✓ Mobility

How It Works

Call Jewish Family Services at (408) 556-0600 and ask for the Home Care Specialist. She will do an intake interview on the phone and schedule a home visit.

24 Hour HomeCare does a home visit to create a personalized match with a home care aide, and then places a home care aide. Care begins as soon as the client is ready.

Our competitive hourly rates vary based on length of each caregiver shift. Our social work staff follows up with each client and remains onboard to ensure satisfaction.

For more Information on JFS SV HomeCare Services, call (408) 556-0600 or email homecare@jfssv.org.

Further information is also available at http://www.jfssv.org/home-care.html

14855 Oka Road, Suite 202, Los Gatos, CA 95032
Please accept this donation to Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley

Your gift to Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley last year made a difference in the lives of more than 7,000 people in our community.

☐ Jewish Family Services Fund supports JFS’ work in our local community
☐ Burt Epstein Community Service Fund supports JFS SV collaborations with local groups to provide community service
☐ Project N.O.A.H. (No One Abandoned Here) provides emergency services to the most needy among us
☐ Ursula Gudorf Memorial Scholarship Award grants educational scholarships so refugees can pursue their education
☐ Addie and Ray Kopp Memorial Fund supports programs for seniors and émigrés
☐ Harvey Belsky Fund for where the need is greatest
☐ Ruth Perkins Emergency Fund for Refugee Services supports refugees in our community

Enclosed is $___________ as my gift to Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley.

☐ Visa  ☐ MC  ☐ AmEx Card # ________________________________ Exp. ______ Sec code ________

Donor Name: __________________________________________ Email: ________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

Signature: ____________________________ Telephone: __________________________

☐ In honor of  ☐ In memory of: __________________________________________________________

Another Message: ___________________________________________________________________

Please notify: __________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

You may fax this form with your credit card information to (408) 551-0091 or call (408) 556-0600.

Jewish Family Services of Silicon Valley
14855 Oka Road
Suite 202
Los Gatos, CA  95032

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED
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